Learning Lab Registration Open for
the 2016-2017 School Year

At Argonne National Laboratory, we strive to solve some of the greatest technological problems that our
society faces. From developing the next generation of batteries to making widespread renewable energy a
reality to using supercomputers to solve the mysteries of the universe, the science that happens at
Argonne is both diverse and cutting-edge.
At the same time, inspiring future scientists and engineers is at the heart of our mission. At Argonne's
Learning Center, visiting students and their educators are immersed in some of the same challenges that
our scientists tackle. Through this experience, students discover that within each of them, exist the same
skills and dispositions that our scientists use to make sense of the world.
Our Learning Labs are 3 hour experiences that both complement what students are learning in the
classroom and also expose them to new ways of thinking in a context that is engaging and enriching. The
experiences are NGSS-aligned, inquiry-based, and technology-driven. They are an excellent way to both
inspire and enlighten young minds.

This program is for students in grades 5-12. The Learning Labs are free of charge and open to all schools
and STEM education organizations. Please go to the links below for more information on our offerings for
this year and to register for a visit.
We look forward to possibly seeing you and your young scientists and engineers!
Information about the Learning Labs
Registration
Argonne's Learning Labs
Oct. 3, 2016 - Dec. 8, 2016
Jan. 30, 2017 - Apr. 6, 2017
April 17, 2017 - June 8, 2017
Available to 5th- to 12th-grade students

Whether you are a student, parent or teacher, Argonne National Laboratory is proud to provide educational
resources to the community and beyond and to make you part of a place where intellectual curiosity, combined
with an innovative spirit, continue to yield discoveries, speed innovations, and fuel the engine of America.
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